We present a structured random-walk model that captures key aspects of how people communicate in groups. Our model takes the form of a correlated Lévy flight that quantifies the balance between focused discussion of an idea and long-distance leaps in semantic space. We apply our model to three cases of increasing structural complexity: philosophical texts by Aristotle, Hume, and Kant; four days of parliamentary debate during the French Revolution; and branching comment trees on the discussion website Reddit. In the philosophical and parliamentary cases, the model parameters that describe this balance converge under coarse-graining to limit regions that demonstrate the emergence of large-scale structure, a result which is robust to translation between languages. Meanwhile, we find that the political forum we consider on Reddit exhibits a debate-like pattern, while communities dedicated to the discussion of science and news show much less temporal order, and may make use of the emergent, tree-like topology of comment replies to structure their epistemic explorations. Our model allows us to quantify the ways in which social technologies such as parliamentary procedures and online commenting systems shape the joint exploration of ideas.
A characteristic feature of our species is the capacity to share and thereby collaboratively process information (Tomasello, 2009 ). Overlaid on this basic capacity is an ability to create novel institutions to manage these interactions: we not only think together, but have the capacity to invent new ways to do it (Searle, 2010) .
Cultures are in part defined by these institutions (Chwe, 2013) : we might speak in public or before an assembly; participate in a seminar or debate an opponent; publish books and blog posts, or circulate letters. While some constraints on potential institutions-such as the cognitive constraints that govern how quickly we process information-always apply, the modern era has increased our options for structuring social communication at an ever-increasing pace. The ways we can share and argue about our ideas only seem to be limited by our imaginations and the speed at which we write new software.
Laboratory experiments show that the structure governing a group's interaction determines how well they can solve problems (Goldstone, Wisdom, Roberts, & Frey, 2013) . A basic paradigm for these studies is the balance between exploration (seeking out new ideas) and exploitation (refining an idea currently in play (Pirolli, 2007) ). This is an epistemic version of the problem that animals face when foraging for food (Nassar, Wilson, Heasly, & Gold, 2010) . Here the resource is information itself, and individuals must decide when an idea is worth further investigation or has been played out and should be dropped for the time being (Sang, Todd, Goldstone, & Hills, 2018) . When group-level structures are present, they can alter the patterns of interaction among individuals and lead to behavior that differs from what happens when they act in isolation. For example, as some problems become more complex, individuals find better solutions when they are constrained to interact with just a subset of the others in the group (Wisdom, Song, & Goldstone, 2013) .
Work in the laboratory allows us to prescribe and vary precisely-calibrated conditions to test for these effects. This comes at the cost of simplifying the kinds of problems that groups in the real world are actually concerned with solving, and the scales at which we can work. Techniques from data science now allow us to complement experimental work with studies of complex, real-world social problem solving. The exploration/exploitation paradigm has been applied, for example, to the case of individual-level foraging in a larger culture (Murdock, Allen, & DeDeo, 2017) , large-scale online systems (Lorince & Todd, 2016) , and the process of scientific inno-vation (Youn, Strumsky, Bettencourt, & Lobo, 2015) .
Groups that develop ideas together face additional challenges arising from cognitive and social constraints on the transmission and comprehension of information. These limitations bind at all scales, forming a hierarchy of problems that must be solved simultaneously by both individual minds and the institutions governing their communication (Jackendoff, 2002) . At the sentence level, syntax promotes the efficiency of information exchange through compressed serialization, appropriate redundancy, and minimal ambiguity (Chomsky, 1965; Jurafsky, 1996; Wedel, Jackson, & Kaplan, 2013; Jaeger, 2010; Jaeger & Buz, 2017; Jaeger & Levy, 2007) . At the level of the paragraph, authors present logical arguments, make emotional appeals, and establish authority (Aristotle, -322), and rely on rhetorical tropes such as parallelism, antithesis, and chiasmus (Lanham, 2012) . Social conventions operate at larger scales yet, facilitating language production and structuring social activity (Jackendoff, 2007) . For example, it is impossible for a group to attend to two speakers simultaneously, which leads to the creation of parliamentary rules to establish procedures for transferring speaking rights. Speakers themselves are expected to take consistent positions, argue a single point, and provide additional nonverbal signals that aid comprehension. Such rules and norms are critical to the successful use of language, even when they are not made explicit (Grice, 1975) .
Little work has been done on the comparative analysis of how realworld groups manage the process of collectively searching the space of ideas. This limits our ability to assess the cognitive effects of innovations to social communication, both historical and modern. We do not understand, for example, what happens when the investigation of ideas moves from the didactic lecture to the seminar table or the parliamentary debate, and then, in the modern era, to online systems that allow for branching interactions where individuals can spawn parallel discussions when they reply to a comment. This paper presents and applies a simple two-parameter model for how groups explore and exploit the space of ideas. Our model uses machine learning to represent the ideas contained in a collection of texts as points in a structured semantic space. This allows us to apply our model to any system where the evolution of a discussion amounts to a sequence of speech acts. We can then compare different systems by comparing the inferred parameters of the model. Having presented this model, we then apply it to real-world discussions. Our data come from three sources, each corresponding to a distinct structure for organizing idea creation and transmission. Our first set is a collection of philosophical texts. Texts like these can be considered "oneto-many" discussions: the author attempts to structure the presentation of her ideas for a larger community of readers. That community has no ability to react to and thereby affect the structure of an argument as it unfolds. This set provides a baseline against which to compare social discussions, where multiple agents dynamically co-construct the investigation.
Our second set is a collection of debates from the parliament convened during the French Revolution that began in 1789. In this case, the course of debate is co-constructed by multiple speakers. Speakers may disagree about how to investigate the ideas in play, leading to more complicated ways of navigating the exploration-exploitation trade off. At the same time, debates, like the philosophical texts, have a fixed sequence; speeches occur one after another, governed by a process for determining order that all members have agreed upon. All attentive listeners will hear Speech A followed by Speech B, although the speeches themselves may wander between topics. In this sense, the debate itself is linear.
Our final set is a collection of discussions from the website Reddit. As in the case of parliamentary debate, the speech acts in each discussion are produced by a large number of agents who may have different strategies for navigating the space of possible ideas in play. In contrast to both the philosophical texts and the parliamentary debates, however, discussions can branch. Comment A, for example, can receive two replies (B and C), and each participant must choose where to allocate her attention and to which comment she replies. Comments still have a unique time-sequence (Comment B was added either before, or after Comment C), but the order in which they are encountered by participants is no longer fixed and universal. Discussions on Reddit form a branching, tree-like structure which allows a social exchange of ideas to proceed in a parallel fashion, distributed across many minds.
Our model reduces each of these datasets to a time-ordered stream of speech acts. We deliberately drop the explicit markers (e.g., change of speaker, in the case of debates) that structure this stream in order to detect the overall effects of the metastructure on the underlying stream. The branching conversation trees of Reddit, for example, may be able to parse and sort arriving information so as to accommodate a far less structured stream than a listener in parliament. Similarly, the salient marking of a shift of speaker in a debate may make it possible for a listener to follow more disconnected and associative paths than in a single-author text: a listener may be able to follow larger leaps if they are signposted by, say, the stepping down of a liberal speaker and his replacement by a conservative. In both cases, these structures affect the nature of the streams of information they create and then, potentially, absorb.
We expect the surprise incurred by a long jump to have a number of effects. High levels of surprise are known to draw attention (Itti & Baldi, 2009) . They are also associated with cognitive load: in a simple Bayesian model where distance is quantified by Kullback-Leibler divergence, long jumps are equivalent to coding failure, or the temporary inability to assimilate new patterns of information in an efficient fashion. Finally, while high surprise events may draw attention, they tend to do so only temporarily: such an event often fails to influence the properties of events downstream. What is very surprising is also, often, quickly forgotten (Barron, Huang, Spang, & DeDeo, 2018; Jing, DeDeo, & Ahn, 2018) .
Long jumps in semantic space are not necessarily bad. They may be associated with particularly illuminating moments that draw together otherwise distinct ideas. Some arguments draw both their force and their meaning from this process. The point where a text synthesizes a number of distinct strands of argument is often a celebrated and crucial moment (Murdock et al., 2017) . In a debate, a speaker who manages to connect the concerns of opposing sides may carry the day.
All of these questions depend upon the size of the units in question, because different principles of organization govern a text at different scales. The development of an argument from sentence to sentence is very different, for example, from how the different parts of that argument are fit together. We view this additional degree of freedom as a valuable tool that enables the researcher to probe different layers of a social system. Thus, we examine the dynamics of the three systems as a function of the size of the unit of analysis ("chunk") and chart the parameter estimates at each scale. We consider a range of chunk sizes in this analysis, from twenty-five words up to two hundred and fifty. Since these units are defined after the removal of stop words, they correspond to a range of lengths from a sentence or two up to multiple paragraphs. To build intuition, the abstract of this paper would roughly correspond to a unit that was 100 words in size after basic text cleaning was applied, and in our data, the overwhelming majority of chunks at this size contain at least three sentences.
Analyzing the system in terms of larger and larger chunks, or working with a more "coarse-grained" description, allows us to see how the cognitive task of attending and sense-making changes with scale. It may, for example, be the case that sentences lock together in particularly determinate and predictable ways, producing lego-like meaning-units that can then fill in the larger-scale structure in an more arbitrary fashion with long leaps from one area to another. Conversely, sentences are expected to be processed more quickly than paragraphs, because their comprehension is aided by rapid sense-making system-one heuristics (Sloman, 1996) . This may mean that more rapid shifts back and forth in semantic space are possible, while the slower system-two mechanisms that operate on the level of argument construction need to provide greater guidance and structure.
Methods
For our analysis, we: (i) construct datasets from three collections of texts, (ii) semantically decompose these collections using topic modeling, and (iii) estimate our structured random-walk model on these semantic representations using Bayesian inference. We describe each of these steps in turn.
Data and Topic Modeling
Our first dataset is three major books each from the philosophers Aristotle, David Hume, and Immanuel Kant. For Aristotle, we use the Metaphysics, the Nichomachean Ethics, and the Rhetoric; for Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, A Treatise of Human Nature, and An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals; for Kant, the Critique of Pure Reason, the Critique of Practical Reason, and the Critique of Judgement. The texts are taken from the Gutenberg Project, 1 which contains public-domain translations that are then checked by an online, distributed team of proofreaders.
For our second collection, we take four separate days of debates during the French Revolution during which discussion was centered around a single topic. These four dates are chosen so that there are at least sixty chunks of size 250.
The day with the most words occurs on 21 June 1971, the day after the "Flight to Varennes", when the King and Queen of France attempted, in secret, to escape the country to raise an army and reassert their power. The Flight to Varennes was a crucial turning point in the revolution. It humiliated many who had urged tolerance of the aristocratic system and a shift to a British-style constitutional monarchy (Tackett, 2015) . All other discussion was put aside that day as liberals, conservatives, and a soonto-grow hard-left argued over how to respond. The other three days, 22 March, 5 May, and 18 June 1791 are more typical, and debates on those days ranged across different topics of concern such as budget deficits, the nationalization of church property, and unrest among military officers.
In these debates, we exclude "presidential" speech (i.e., short procedural statements by the organizing member), and treat the remainder as a continuous stream, dropping markers associated with a change of speaker. These reduced files are drawn from the analysis of Barron et al. (2018) . The original texts are in French, so to determine the extent to which the language of the source affects the derived parameters of the models below we conduct a simultaneous analysis using a (machine-authored) Englishlanguage version of both days, produced using the Google Translate interface.
For our branching case, we take fifteen "submissions" from the online discussion site Reddit. A submission is a branching discussion initiated by a short opening paragraph, or a URL to somewhere else on the internet. Each set includes both the initiating post of the interaction (the submission itself) and the subsequent, downstream discussion as people post comments in reply. The submissions are drawn from three different "subreddits", forums with distinct subject matter and social norms: r/The Donald, r/science, and r/news. These were chosen to span a range of different discussion goals: political argument-making, explanation-making and evaluation, and information gathering and sharing. The subreddit r/The Donald is devoted to the celebration of the political positions associated with the U.S. President Donald Trump, including editorial and opinion content. Participants in r/science discuss recent press releases and papers announcing scientific advances. There, moderators enforce rules that emphasize the importance of referring to peer-reviewed scientific literature. Participants in r/news share links to breaking news, and engage in rapid-fire discussion as stories evolve over the course of minutes and hours, and moderators enforce a no-editorial rule.
To parallel our analysis of the debates and philosophical texts, we order the comments in each submission by time, i.e., we monitor the entire conversation as it evolves, even when the branching structure might serve to partially segregate the members involved.
Each source-book, debate, and submission-is thus brought into the same form: a stream of words. We then discretize this stream into k-word "chunks", with k varying from 25 to 250. The semantic content of each chunk then serves as a marker of the position of the discussion at the corresponding point in time. Before chunking, we remove metadata, downcase all words and remove punctuation, and drop the fifteen most common words. In the case of the French-language texts, we drop accents, which helps mitigate errors due to OCR.
We use topic modeling to quantify the semantic content of the chunks (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003) . We treat each text as a collection of documents (chunks); the model then maps each chunk into a probability distribution over "topics" which summarize the content of the chunk in relation to the others. Because the topic model maps chunks into a probability space, we can then use mathematical tools associated with Bayesian reasoning and information theory to quantify the relationship between one chunk and another. Fig. 9 (appendix) shows the distribution of sentence lengths and post or speech lengths, after processing. Above k equal to 100, the overwhelming majority of chunks contain at least three sentences, speeches, or posts; below that point, chunks begin to include single sentences or clauses. This range of k thus allows us to track both how sentences are strung together and how paragraphs are knit into cohesive wholes.
A topic model maps the chunks of each source text to a common Ndimensional probability simplex; each chunk occupies a unique position in that space. We quantify the distance from one chunk to the next using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, or surprise,
where p is the probability distribution over topics for the current chunk, and q is the distribution for the chunk just previous. The value of KL( p, q) corresponds to the Bayesian surprise (Itti & Baldi, 2009 ) upon encountering the current chunk, given a model of semantics built on the chunk just previous. Barron et al. (2018) and the Supplementary Information of Murdock et al. (2017) provide a more extended account of the different ways in which Kullback-Leibler divergence can be interpreted as a property of individual-level cognition.
Our choice of how to model the underlying semantic space of the discussion leads to a particular view on the texts as a whole. Two implications are worthy of particular attention. First, we have built our topic model for each source using only the chunks within that source. Informally, we allow the source to define the semantic space on its own terms. It is equally interesting to understand a text as embedded in a larger space; this was done by Murdock, Allen, and DeDeo (2018) , where works by Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace were modelled in the context of the works that Darwin was known to have read.
For example, our French Revolution source is modelled in the context of the speeches of that day, but it is just as possible to consider it in the context of all the speeches that month, or all the speeches before and to come. A philosophical text can be understood in terms of the topics it explores, or in terms of the overall project of the philosopher in question, or, indeed, the entire history of human thought.
Second, our definition of chunks is based on counting words. This has the advantage of simplicity. It is natural, if only approximate, to assume that a reader reads, or a listener hears, words at a roughly constant rate. Our choice also enables us to connect more directly to questions of how language is perceived and processed in the brain.
An alternative choice, natural for written texts, is to delimit chunks using paragraph boundaries. This is often a means for a writer to signal the transition from one unit of meaning to another. A downside to this is that it can make the analysis particularly sensitive to what is often a minor detail of presentation. The insertion of a paragraph mark may be for stylistic reasons that have little to do with the content; online, users may have different standards for when to break up their text into separate remarks.
Another alternative is the use of a chunk size scaled to the source length, so that every source has the same number of chunks, and longer sources have larger chunks; one would see the Critique of Pure Reason as having the same number of units as a day of the French Revolution.
Each of these choices has something to recommend it. For simplicity, in this work, we take the uniform chunk as our basis of analysis. In addition to its conceptual justification, it also has the advantage of avoiding the confounds introduced by variable chunk sizes both within and across texts: short chunks, for example, may be modeled differently than long ones, particularly when the length gets small.
Lévy Flight Model
The distribution of chunk-to-chunk surprise for each text puts constraints on the underlying process that generates each chunk from the previous ones. Here, we use a simple model that says that the position of the next chunk in semantic space is given by a combination of two constraints. First, the underlying stationary distribution, i.e., the space that the system ends up covering, including the biases in the system that tilt it to spend more time one some topics than others. Second, a preference for the level of surprise from the chunk just preceding, i.e., the extent to which the system makes short versus long leaps across the space it covers.
Our model is a simple biased random walk, where the distribution of jump sizes can have a very high degree of variance. In the physical sciences, these are known as Lévy Flights (see, e.g., Kleinberg (2000) ), and are common to naturally occurring processes such as human movement and animal foraging (Shlesinger, 2006; Reynolds & Rhodes, 2009 ). Generic arguments show that Lévy Flights are optimal search processes in the case where the searching agent has limited ability to look beyond, and directly evaluate, a nearby radius (Viswanathan et al., 1999) . 2 We adapt the Lévy Flight paradigm to the constraints of the probability simplex, where long jumps are determined not by an L n metric but the Kullback-Leibler divergence, a measure of cognitive surprise. In particular, given a particular location of chunk i, v i , we determine the position of the next chunk, i + 1, by sampling from a Dirichlet distribution whose parameters are determined in part by the current location, and in part by the stationary distribution.
That stationary distribution is modeled by a Dirichlet distribution (formally, the posterior distribution given the Dirichlet prior and the documents themselves), parameterized by an N -dimensional vector, α. The position of a chunk v i+1 is then given by a draw from a Dirichlet that deviates from the stationary case, tilted to prefer locations nearby the chunk,
Here, λ plays the role of a focusing parameter. When λ is large, a sample from the Dirichlet distribution in Eq. 2 is very similar to v i ; the next chunk is close to the one that came before. When λ is very small, conversely, a sample tends to look like something drawn from the stationary distribution of the process as a whole (as a reminder, a draw from Dir( α) corresponds to the posterior distribution of topics found by the topic model-a random draw of a "typical" chunk.) If the exploration of the space is completely uncorrelated (as might happen if the order of the chunks were shuffled, for example, in a null model), λ would hover around zero. The effect of different values of λ can been seen visually in Fig. 1 , where we show a toy model with three topics. When λ is small, the system samples from the underlying stationary distribution; as λ gets larger, the jumps are concentrated more and more around the original location.
To model the balance between focus and exploration, we take λ itself, at each step, to be drawn from a (naturally heavy-tailed) log-normal distribution, λ ∼ LogN(µ, σ ).
The parameter µ quantifies the average jump size, i.e. the pace of the argument. The parameter σ quantifies the variance in that jump size, i.e., the burstiness of the argument. We determine µ and σ , along with error bars for each, empirically from the data. When µ is large, texts are more focused; when µ is small, texts tend to jump more randomly from topic to topic. Large σ complicate these effects; if µ is small, but σ is large, then a text is usually unfocused, but occasionally very highly focused when a chance event leads to an anomalously large λ. Other heavy-tailed distributions are possible. Figure 1 : Long and short-range jumps on the simplex, here for the easily-visualized case of three topics. Top row: When λ is close to zero (left panel), the next step is sampled from a distribution close to the stationary posterior, concentrated uniformly around the edges of the simplex (dark blue, higher probability) as is familiar for a standard topic model. When λ is large (here, equal to 10, a reasonably large excursion for philosophical texts on coarse-grained scales), the next step is sampled from a distribution strongly biased by the previous position (here, set equal to {0.38, 10 −5 , 0.62}). Bottom row: left, twenty-five points in a sample trajectory with λ set to zero, i.e., uncorrelated steps dictated by the posterior stationary distribution. Right, a second trajectory where λ is drawn from a log-normal distribution with µ and σ both set to unity, values similar to philosophy-and debate-like exploration patterns. Each subsequent step is, on average, closer to the previous one than in the uncorrelated case, with occasional long-range jumps intermingled with short steps.
For each text, we fit the µ and σ parameters to the distribution of chunk-to-chunk surprises. We do this in a Bayesian fashion (see Appendix 4) that allows us to determine error bars on our estimates. Optimized C code levytopic to implement these fits on arbitrary distributions, and is available at http://santafe.edu/˜simon.
Results
Our three collections, corresponding to the different levels of social organization, are naturally interpreted in the context of the others. We consider the one-to-many case (philosophical texts), the linear case (parliamentary debates), and the branching case (Reddit discussion), in turn. In each case, we look at how the values of µ and σ change, or "flow", as we increase the coarse-graining scale k. Fig. 2 shows the derived values of µ and σ for the case of Hume's Treatise on Human Nature and Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. In both cases, the effect of coarse-graining is to reveal structure: as we more to larger and larger scales (from k equal to 25 words, the left-most point on each plot, to k equal to 250 words, on the right), the focus parameter λ turns out to be drawn from a distribution biased towards larger values. Table 1 shows this in a different way, showing the median, and ranges, of λ given the µ and σ parameters. In the case of the Treatise of Human Nature, for example, the median value of λ moves from 0.81 at the smallest scales (k equal to 25) to 8.11 on the largest scales (k equal to 250), with excursions as large as 19, a level of focus similar to the shift from the left to the right panel of the demonstration figure, Fig. 1 .
Philosophical Texts
The limit regions for both Aristotle and Kant lie in a similar portion of the space, around µ of 2.0 and σ of 0.75. It so turns out that all nine of the philosophical texts under consideration coarse-grain to a tightlybounded region in this range, as can be seen in Fig. 3. (One text, Hume's Ethics enters this region for a period around k equal to 200, but at the very to connect to simple process models for the underlying phenomenology-although we do not propose one here. Fig. 4 shows the derived values of µ and σ for the four days of the French Revolution. The panels show the agreement between an analysis conducted on the original French text, and a machine-produced translation into English. The semantic structure detected by the topic model, and the dynamical flows over that structure, are independent of language. Fig. 5 overlays all eight curves (four days, and two languages), and the limit region for k = 250. While debates show a similar level of mean logfocus as the philosophical texts considered in the previous section, the debates show higher variance.
Debates of the French Revolutionary Parliament
Step by step, the parliament shows similar levels of focus, but has excursions in both directions: to arbitrary leaps governed largely by the stationary distribution, and to highly-focused moments where the next chunk is almost entirely dominated by the previous step. This can also be seen in a comparison of Table 2 with Table 1 .
One day stands out as an exception to the overall pattern: the 5th of May, 1791, which has an anomalously high σ (variance in focus). Inspec- Table 1 : The range of focus parameters λ, for the nine philosophical texts. Shown are the median, and, in sub-and super-script, respectively, the 15% and 85% points of the cumulative distribution. At the finest-grained scales, textual dynamics are usually only mildly influenced by the current position within topic space, although occasional highfocus sequences may appear. At the most coarse-grained scales the system is much more strongly determined by the previous location, indicating the emergence of large-scale structure.
tion shows that this day has about 20% of its content devoted to a listing of the location and management of church estates. A focus on a single set of repeating word patterns leads to low jump sizes in that period; at the end of those lists, the chamber returns to a more ordinary flow of topics and speakers. As one expects, the shift between unusually uniform content (very high focus) and ordinary debate (lower focus) is reflected in the higher σ value, and in the λ range of Table 2 . debate cases. The coarse-graining process is in some cases more jagged: on going to larger scales some previous predictability can be lost. Fig. 7 combines all fifteen submissions to show the overall pattern. On large scales, submissions from r/The Donald are the most similar to the debate and philosophy cases, suggesting that interactions on the forum develop linearly, in a way more determined by temporal order. Meanwhile, r/news and r/science show low µ and high σ values well outside the text and debate ranges, even on the largest scales. This apparent lack of structure is most naturally explained by how participants use the branching potential of the commenting system to explore different aspects of the topic simultaneously. The hypothesis is partially borne out by the results shown in Fig. 8 . There, we show how increasing the average depth of a comment in a submission partially predicts decreased µ. The more deeply nested comments are, on average, the less focused the discussion appears to be from the point of view of a linear order. The parameter values for the original French text are shown in red, and the machineproduced translation to English in blue. The way the parameters move to lower σ , and higher λ, is robust to the shift in language. One day, 5 May 1791, shows a significantly higher sigma value across all scales; this is discussed in the main text. Figure 5 : Parliamentary debates, whether in French or English, coarse-grain to a limit region with a centroid of {µ = 1.87, σ = 1.34}. This is higher in variance than the region associated with philosophical texts, and corresponds to greater swings between shortand long-range jumps. The k = 250 region for both parliamentary debates, in both French and English, is shown by the solid contours, with the philosophy region overlaid with dashed contours for comparison. The overall pattern, of increasingly focused discussion on larger scales, follows that seen in the philosophical texts. Figure 6 : Derived µ and σ values for four submissions drawn from r/The Donald, r/science, and r/news. The overall pattern of flow from low focus, high sigma to high focus, low sigma follows the those established in the philosophical texts and parliamentary debates. Online discussions, however, tend to converge to lower values of µ. They are also more likely to show reversals, i.e., the apparent loss of predictability as one goes to larger scales. Figure 7 : All fifteen discussions from subreddits r/The Donald, r/science, and r/news that are analyzed in this paper. Overall, Reddit discussions coarse-grain to regions with significantly higher σ values, and lower µ values than the philosophy and debates cases which are shown for comparison, as dashed black ellipses. Reddit discussions are less focused in the median, but swing more dramatically between long-range jumps and highly-focused steps. Political discussion on r/The Donald is the most debate-like (blue + marks), while r/news and r/science (green and red + marks) appear to exchange temporal ordering for more sophisticated structures enabled by Reddit's commenting software. Table 2 : The range of focus parameters λ, for four days of debate in the French Revolutionary Parliament. As in the case of the philosophical texts, the median focus increases as one goes to larger scales, indicating the emergence of large-scale patterns of argument. At both small and large scales, argument dynamics show greater variability, with occasional moments of both high focus and long-range jumps. The overall patterns are independent of whether the analysis is conducted in the original French, or in a rough translation produced by Google Translate. The anomalously high variance for the 5th of May is due to the presence of a segment of particularly homogeneous content that contrasts with the more ordinary ebb and flow of debate. Table 3 : The range of focus parameters λ, for fifteen Reddit submissions. At the smallest scales, the dynamics are often very close to completely unstructured leaps at random across the semantic space (λ 1). On larger scales, we see (to a lesser extent) the same recovery of structure as in the debate and philosophy cases. Deviations from the debate model are particularly notable for the r/news and r/science subreddits, where discussions appear to use the branching comment trees to structure semantic exploration. Meanwhile, r/The Donald shows more debate-and philosophy-like excursion patterns, particularly at the largest scales.
Reddit Discussion Trees

Discussion
To come together, exchange ideas, and argue is a natural part of human social life. These processes are defined not only by the ideas in play, but also the order in which they appear. Social institutions determine this order by attempting to reconcile differing preferences of participants with constraints of the environment.
A key result of this work is the characterization of how groups explore and exploit a space of ideas on different scales. Changing scales allows us to compare how ideas are explored in the sequential presentation of sentences, speeches, or comments as they are linked together in larger structures.
When we view discussions on larger scales we see greater order; the position of an element influences that of its successor more strongly at the paragraph level than at the sentence level. The emergence of order at larger scales differs from what one would expect from a purely spatial intuition that views discussion as "walking" over a space and slowly decorrelating in time, as in a simple diffusion model. In contrast, our empirical findings support the notion that it is possible to write down social grammars that govern these larger scales, such as those found in Jackendoff (2007) .
The presence of more explicit structure on larger scales-and its relative absence on small scales-may be due to the different ways in which individuals can process information. On the shortest timescales we hear sentences. Both the brevity of such units and the specialized modules of our brains that processes it may allow us to knit together more complex sequences into a meaningful whole, enabling greater exploration. On longer timescales, where the decoding of structure must be deliberative and learned through socialization, we need more guidance. If they are to be understood, discussants must explicitly connect their contributions to what has been said before, often using implicit signaling conventions that are invisible to our semantic models at the grammatical level. In this way, social grammars are less innate than lexical ones, and therefore subject to more cumbersome, extrinsically-imposed cognitive constraints.
As we go to larger scales, the µ and σ parameters that describe group discussion consistently approach a limit region. In the language of physics, the change of scales is known as renormalization (Huggett & Weingard, 1995; DeDeo, 2017 DeDeo, , 2018 ; here, under renormalization, the parameters appear to "flow" to a small region in µ and σ space, suggesting that the basic properties of a discussion are invariant to further changes in scale (Wilson, 1975; Kadanoff, 2000; Fisher, 2004) . Moving from paragraph to paragraph, for example, has similar explore-exploit properties as moving from section-to-section or chapter to chapter.
The emergent order we detect connects to the idea of cognition on scales that transcend the individual. Our analysis looks at these systems from the point of view of a group-level mind (Hutchins & Press, 1995; Clark, 2010; Theiner, 2011; DeDeo, 2014) , finding structure without preserving the boundaries between individuals.
While we can imagine how an author might attempt to structure an argument in this way over the course of a book, it is more mysterious how it might happen in the distributed systems corresponding to debates and online discussion. In the case of the parliamentary debates, for example, the participants may find themselves on different political sides, wishing to wrest control of the discussion without regard for how this might confuse an observer. On the other hand, participants in these debates have no choice but to structure things: gaining control of the course of an argument may require the participant to follow what has come before. This fits with the results of Barron et al. (2018) and Jing et al. (2018) : what is new is (usually) quickly forgotten, and those who consume information show strong preferences for what looks like things they have already encountered.
The comparison between in-person debates and the online discussions is particularly illuminating. On the largest scales, samples from the political subreddit r/The Donald look very similar to those from the French parliament. Users appear to be neglecting the branching structure implicit in their choices of which comment to reply to, interacting with each other in a continuous stream. The r/science and r/news discussions show the lowest focus, and highest variance, of all the systems considered here. If, at the individual level, the participants are to process the information presented in the same way they process a philosophical text or an in-person debate, there must be additional guiding structure over and above simple temporal order.
Inspection validates the intuition. Exchanges on r/The Donald are often limited to the presentation of arguments and positions familiar to participants, with only the occasional clarifying question or criticism. Discussions on r/science and r/news, meanwhile, seem to use the comment structure in a self-organizing fashion that goes beyond the linear exchanges possible in a debate. Readers interested in a particular feature of the story in question join a relevant branch of the tree. Our evidence suggests they use these branches to engage in more detailed study, or debate, and can thus explore different parts of semantic space simultaneously. This greater reliance on branching structure can also be seen in the tree depth statistics themselves, Fig. 10 . All three of the subreddits have a non-trivial tree structure, and at least 50% of the comments are nested at least one layer deep (i.e., are replies to other comments). The r/science and r/news comments, however, tend to nest deeper; while around 5% of comments in these subreddits nest ten-layers deep, less than 1% of r/The Donald do. Users on the former two systems find utility in maintaining separate branches for longer, and take them deeper.
Our results show that the ways in which users choose to nest their comments have semantic implications. Branching systems can segregate users in ways that frustrate a linear interpretation of thread development. Fig. 8 shows that this relationship is not deterministic; the norms of discussion on each subreddit mean that even when comment patterns have similar depth distribution, a wide variation in discussion focus is possible. Depth only explains some of the variance in the development of discussions; including subreddit labels (i.e., considering each subreddit in turn) reduces the variance of the relationship futher. Topology matters, but so does the way the users co-construct and interact with it.
Why doesn't The Donald use the comment system to branch and develop discussion in the same way as r/science and r/news? One answer concerns the creation and maintenance of common knowledge (Fagin, Halpern, Moses, & Vardi, 2004) . Individuals come to r/science and r/news to learn about the world and share what they know. These activities can be successful even if all participants are not "on the same page"; as long as a few people are able to gain consensus on the topic of a particular branch, learning and sharing can take place.
Political organization is different. There, common knowledge is required for large-scale, mutually acknowledged consensus that is often essential to effective action; it is so essential that the need for it can even drive the physical layout of halls where political debate takes place (Chwe, 2013) . Agents need to know what everyone else thinks in order to correctly represent the goals of the movement they participate in, and to make sure their own voices are heard in that development of those goals. Joint action is only possible if everyone knows what the action is to be, and are at the same time aware that everyone knows that everyone knows. Branching systems work against this process, because individuals can isolate themselves into subgroups, while remaining ignorant of the activities of others.
If common knowledge pushes systems to more temporally-ordered and linear interactions, it means that a branching style of online commenting will play a more limited role in politics than in the creation and sharing of knowledge. The political power of sites such as 4Chan (Nagle, 2017) argues in favor of this hypothesis. 4Chan has even less structure than Reddit; 4Chan discussion boards are almost entirely linear, with comments following each other in a single temporally-defined order.
By contrast, we expect branching systems to lead to new forms of knowledge production in cases where common knowledge is not required. Examples are increasingly common in the modern era (Nielsen, 2011) . The Polymath Project (Cranshaw & Kittur, 2011) and sites such as MathOverflow (Tausczik, Kittur, & Kraut, 2014) provide salient examples of these new forms of software-enabled institutions.
Conclusions
An enormous literature has arisen to analyze the institutions we use to manage discussions and the sharing of ideas. Political scientists study parliament halls; legal scholars, the rules of the courtroom; economists, the market; rhetoricians, linguists, and philosophers, the written or verbal argument. In each case, the system under study accomplishes its goals in part by virtue of the way it processes information: parliaments take in data from constituents, stakeholders and experts; lawyers present arguments, evidence, and testimony within strict legal boundaries; buyers and sellers exchange information about needs and abilities through the price mechanism; writers and philosophers have traditionally been constrained by the linearity of the page to the serial argument.
Basic extensions of Arrow's theorem to group-level reasoning mean that any institution we create will be, at best, an imperfect mechanism for aggregating beliefs. It will work well only within limited domains defined by the questions in play and the preferences of the individuals for how to answer them (List, 2012) . New populations, and new types of questions, therefore drive the creation of new institutions (Taylor, 2009; Fukuyama, 2011; Bellah & Joas, 2012) . To be effective, these must respect the basic cognitive limits of the individuals who participate in them.
Books, debates, and comment trees are very different ways to solve these organizational problems of sharing and discussion. A simple mathematical framework, based on an analogy to random walks in physical space, allows us to compare them on a level field. Order, in each case, appears on the largest scales: it is when one takes the "God's eye view" over the progress of an argument that the semantic relationships between steps become clear. This structure emerges from the more subtle, and more apparently chaotic, ways in which the same arguments unfold from sentence to sentence. This order is emergent, not inherent. It corresponds to a trans-linguistic order, driven by the technologies and social norms of communication, and the grammars that accompany them.
Appendix: Sentence, Speech, and Post Length Distributions Figure 9 : Left: The distribution of sentence lengths in the philosophical texts and French Revolution speeches. Overlaid are the chunk sizes used in this analysis. Above chunk size of 100, chunks always include at least one sentence. Right: The distribution of speech and post lengths in the French Revolution speeches and the three subreddits under consideration. Revolutionary speeches have a length distribution comparable to posts on r/news and r/science, while r/The Donald favors shorter posts. Again, above chunk size of one hundred, chunks (almost) always include at least one post or speech. Figure 10 : The distribution of comment depths in the three subreddits. A comment depth of one is attached to the submission itself; a comment with depth two is a reply to one of these comments, and so on. All three subreddits show significant levels of nesting and at least 50% of all comments are replies to to others; r/science and r/news are particularly deep.
Appendix: Bayesian Model-Fitting
Our model is generative, which means we can estimate its two free parameters in a Bayesian fashion. In particular, we compute log P (µ, σ |data) =
where the first term is the log-likelihood of the observed chunk-to-chunk surprises, {k i }, given the distribution of surprises implied by the model, and the second term includes the constant offset from a flat prior over µ and σ . To compute the first, the distributions implied by the model are generated by simulation. We then compute the minimum L2-loss estimates for µ and σ by averaging over the posterior, i.e., we estimatê µ = µP (µ, σ |data) dµ dσ σ = σ P (µ, σ |data) dµ dσ ,
where we approximate these integrals by repeated sampling from the posterior. Standard deviations for each of the parameters are estimated in a similar fashion,σ 2 µ = (µ −μ) 2 P (µ, σ |data) dµ dσ σ 2 σ = (σ −σ ) 2 P (µ, σ |data) dµ dσ , again, by sampling from the posterior. Optimized C code, levytopic, to estimate these parameters for an arbitrary sequence of chunks will be released on publication.
